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Introduction  
 
When it comes to investing, most people have opinions but few have 
success. The same is true with building a business. One of your au-
thors recently had a discussion with a dear friend of his. He is a 
friend, who is smart in almost all other areas of life except for 
money and investing. That said, he is still a very educated and smart 
man.  
 
"Why don't you get a 'real' job?" he asked. Being an entrepreneur, 
yours truly had to ask for clarification. "You know, the kind that 
comes with a boss and an office." Oh, that kind. A fixed salary, he 
added. He then continued with a more precise question. "Why do 
you work so hard on your business?" I think that most entrepre-
neurs have their own version of explaining this obvious issue away. 
I would suspect that most financial people who are business owners 
would put it somehow like this. Business is an expression of our 
identity, passion and contribution. More specifically, it is a perfect 
vehicle to meet our basic human needs.  
 
Yes, needs. Not wants. A successful business meets basic financial 
needs, which could be interpreted as survival or, to put it simply, 
certainty. Certainty is a fundamental human need. Whenever this 
need goes unmet for an extended period of time, we tend to panic 
and focus on it. Anybody who has ever heard that his/her loved one 
is in an imminent danger because of illness or accident, knows ex-
actly what this means. Suddenly the whole world shrinks around 
the problem, which threatens to throw our life off its track. Health is 
certainty. A fixed salary is certainty. Political opinions bring cer-
tainty. As perverse as it sounds, even war, which is a form of busi-
ness for certain stakeholder groups, brings certainty to some.  
 
But humans want more. We want variety, which is another basic 
human need. This is why playing games and entertaining ourselves 
is an on-going issue in people's lives. It should go without saying 
that business gives variety. Taking on new goals provides variety. 
Judging from the tired face of our fellow entrepreneurs, variety can 
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go too far. In fact, it can become a major stress 
factor. Uncertainty, as it is then called, can lead 
to social problems. 
 
The most obvious of social problems is the 
feeling of insignificance. We need to feel sig-
nificant. Like all needs, the need for signifi-
cance has to be met. All needs can be met in 
two ways. One way is attainable, the other way 
is sustainable. Drugs and alcohol are easily at-
tainable ways to meet needs. The problem is, 
of course, that too much of these will make life 
unsustainable. To meet things in a sustainable 
way we suspect that we need to grow as peo-
ple. Scalping our identity is sustainable, be-
cause that is who we are. We learn. According 
to Aristotle, by utilizing and developing our 
virtues, we become better human beings.  
 
We are well aware that our readers are sub-
scribed to a financial publication and not a 
psychological or philosophical newsletter. 
Some of our regular readers know exactly 
where we are aiming at. As always, we will get 
to that shortly.  
 
Apart from meeting needs, another thing, 
which relates to working long hours on a busi-
ness, is that entrepreneurs spend much of 
their time working. It is fair to say that our 
business is our life. That being said, we had 
better enjoy it. If we don't, we demand 
change—sometimes with disastrous out-
comes.  
 
The same can be said about entire nations. 
Whenever large amounts of people feel that 
their life has too much uncertainty, in other 
words they don't feel that they are in control 
anymore, masses tend to blame somebody. 
When large amounts of people feel that their 
life is driven by someone else (be it corporate 
greed or the EU), they start to feel insignifi-
cant. Problems arise. Problems of course are a 
wonderful way to meet the need for connec-
tion, another basic human need. That is why 
people gather to first discuss their problems 
and then blame someone. What they are basi-
cally saying is that they want control back in 
their lives and that they will not settle to being 
insignificant anymore. Insignificance breeds 
low self-esteem. Low self-esteem tends to at-
tract violence, which is a quick way to feel sig-

nificant. That is why demonstrations start out 
as peaceful gatherings demanding change (or 
"hope" in certain presidential elections!) and 
sometimes develop to riots.  
 
Whenever large amounts of people choose vio-
lence, the result is a riot. Rioters get immediate 
attention. Repeating riots become progres-
sively violent. In some cases, they gather mo-
mentum and develop into civil wars. Of course, 
one way to divert the attention of the people is 
for the leaders of the country to focus their 
attention on threats outside the nation. Entire 
nations arise to meet their collective human 
needs as significant people, having been hu-
miliated in some way, be it war or other mean-
ingful loss. So the blaming begins. Jews, terror-
ists, foreigners, EU, whatever name is given. 
Times and names may change, but the pattern 
is always the same. This witch hunting is par-
ticularly entertaining to observe since it is so 
predictable. It is like a public spectacle that 
comes to play at precisely the right moment.  
 
Violence is quick but it hardly ever produces 
sustainable outcomes. It should go without 
saying that when a country participates in a 
war, even if it prevails victorious, is the 
equivalent of burning large amounts of 
money to ashes. 
 
Before nations go that far, they have a possibil-
ity to fix their structural problems. Wars 
hardly ever develop overnight. By definition, 
somebody has to know about them in advance 
and plan strategies for them. To avoid this out-
come, sometimes nations (or unions) need to 
make painful and quick decisions. The prob-
lem is that democracies (and especially a un-
ion of democratic countries) are unable to 
make painful decisions quick. It only takes five 
minutes to search Google for the most popular 
discussion forums and realize that the most 
ridiculous and outright stupid comments rep-
resent a person, whose vote is equal to yours. 
They then go on to vote the parties that prom-
ise to give them what they want (free money, 
fascistic procedures, etc.), proving once again 
that conventional wisdom is rarely correct. 
Perhaps we should consider tests to evaluate a 
person's ability to vote. The same should per-
haps be implemented to the people that run 
for political posts! 
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We are not so interested in political plays per 
se. As investors, we are mainly interested in 
the effects that political decisions have on as-
set markets. Since geopolitics and econom-
ics are deeply intertwined, every economist 
and investor needs a good dose of common 
sense - a virtue, which is by far rare in the fi-
nancial industry and central banks in general! 
Most so-called experts are much better in dis-
cussing theories than reading market signals. 
They have simply read too much each other's 
papers and spent too little time with market 
participants and Homer Simpson's on the 
street to understand underlying social, politi-
cal and therefore developing economic and 
financial trends.  
 
As investors, we have to know better. Our very 
survival on the asset markets depends on it. 
We would advise our readers to pay more at-
tention to the voters' unmet needs. History is 
full of evidence of how revolutions and as-
set destruction don't stem from political 
suppression as much as aroused expecta-
tions that go unmet.  
 
That said, everybody is expecting the Euro-
pean political elite to solve the colossal finan-
cial disaster at hand. Stakes are high. Govern-
ments, the banking sector, pension funds, mil-
lions of middle class people (by far the most 
dangerous class in any revolution) count on 
politics. The question is not whether they can 
or cannot solve the problem. It Solving it is be-
yond their capability. But the fact is, as the 
witch hunt goes on, political players are on 
crosshairs. The question then becomes, what 
happens when they do their best and, unpre-
dictable as it may be, fail. We are not yet sure 
which way this comes to play out, but we have 
to admit that we are extremely pessimistic.  
 
On both sides of the Atlantic, it frightens us to 
watch the derivative market since some politi-
cal market participants have clearly forgotten, 
if they have ever understood it in the first 
place, that not all derivatives are created 
equal. This is because the quality of the con-
tract depends on the counter party. It is impor-
tant to consider who the counter party is. 
French banks insure most of the debt obliga-
tions of the French government. Italian banks 
insure Italian debt. The CDS are then sold to 

counter parts, which are government bond 
holders and speculators. The attitude seems to 
be that if the government defaults, the banks 
fall with them. If they do not fall, the banks will 
reap record profits from the CDS as bond 
prices correct. The problem we have with this 
is that the average tax payer then becomes the 
payer of this risks. If the risk does not materi-
alize, the bankers get record bonuses. The av-
erage person on the street has nothing to gain 
but everything to lose. The banker has nothing 
to lose but everything to gain, at the risk of the 
tax payer.  
 
The approximated worth of CDS contracts out 
there is some $707 Trillion. As a benchmark, 
the global GDP is some $63 Trillion. One does 
not need to be a rocket scientist to realize that 
if the CDS market collapses, the price tag is too 
high for anybody to ever pay for it. This would 
eventually mean a systemic collapse.   
 
It would not surprise us to see the whole de-
rivative market melt down completely some 
day in the future. This is outside the radar of 
most risk analysts. We think that from now 
on investors will have to focus more on pre-
serving their capital than making returns. 
In other words, the return of their capital will 
be more important than the return on their 
investment. When a systemic collapse comes, 
there is no time to look for cover anymore. 
How to preserve one's capital in an environ-
ment like this is not an easy question, but one 
thing is certain. If it is not taken into serious 
consideration, in 5-7 years most people will be 
happy to still have half of what they own now!  
 
That is, providing they have assets in the first 
place. Those with no investments or whose 
assets are wiped out will have to vote on par-
ties that promise most radical changes to jobs 
and income. Both extreme left and ultra right 
wing parties have the most to gain here. It is 
healthy to remember that the rhetoric of these 
parties sound somewhat sensible at the time 
(considering the circumstances!) but on a long 
run they have unintended consequences, both 
geopolitically and financially. As long as these 
radical actions meet the needs of certainty and 
significance, people will generally accept them 
as an improvement. In other words, it is not an 
intellectual decision based on comprehensive 
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study on history and philosophy but a need-
based collective choice. That is why citizens 
must always bear some responsibility for the 
people they have elected. 
 
In general, in times of geopolitical unrest, fixed 
assets have the most to gain. We should like to 
add that equities should perform relatively 
well as long as money is being printed to fi-
nance nations' interests. That doesn't mean 
these asset classes provide profits in inflation-
adjusted terms but in relative terms they are 
likely beneficiaries of loose monetary policies, 
and it is unlikely that their value will in fact go 
to zero.  
 
We are deeply concerned of the over-
indebtedness of Western countries and Ja-
pan. It is no wonder we are in the eye of a debt 
storm. The problem with excessive leverage is 
that someone will have to take losses on debts 
that can't be repaid or rolled over. Obviously, 
these losses can materialize through defaults, 
but also the simultaneous debasement of cur-
rencies (monetization). In the end, everyone 
loses but at different times. Ultra light mone-
tary policies lead to volatility and bubbles. It is 
in the bursting phase of a bubble that the mid-
dle-class suffers the most. Defaulting will case 
massive economic pain in the near turn but it 
will clean the system. It is the best solution. 
Debasing paper currencies provide more time 
but eventually, quite possibly during this dec-
ade, lead to a complete collapse of the system. 
Especially in Europe, banks are over-
leveraged and most of them would be 
wiped out immediately, if their assets were 
valued at market prices. Over-indebted 
households, corporations and nations eventu-
ally face recessions, bankruptcies, slow growth 
and the general decline in the standard of liv-
ing. In the West, it is also worth noting that 
governments are taking measures to tax high 
net worth individuals and high-income earners 
more heavily. The worse the economic climate 
becomes, the more these ideas get support 
from the public. This is another social value 
shift that has come about over the past five 
years. 
 
In Europe, possibly the best solution to the 
debt problems would be for the EU to break 
apart. The remaining countries in the mone-

tary union would probably have a strong Euro 
as a currency. For this reason, we are not 
overly pessimistic about the Euro. However, if 
the Euro Zone breaks apart in 2012, which is 
possible, one should keep an eye on the politi-
cal climate that springs from the turmoil in the 
countries that adopt their own national cur-
rencies. We have repeatedly highlighted how 
political, social and geopolitical trends inter-
twine with economic and financial trends, 
which is the reason they can no be analyzed 
separately.  
 
There is also another issue that disturbs us 
and causes us to expect even more unsettle-
ment in asset markets. One of us recently dis-
cussed a business associate who lives in The 
United Arab Emirates and is extensively in 
contact with various financial people in the 
Gulf region. He also travels a lot in the Middle 
East countries and thus has a good view of the 
political and social climate there. Discussing 
with him further reinforced our view that ten-
sions between Iran and Israel, supported by 
USA, have increased significantly. A strike on 
Iran is increasingly likely, which, if it occurs, 
brings about considerable nervousness in 
global asset markets. Even if it does not hap-
pen in 2012, geopolitical risks remain high as 
the problems there are highly unlikely to dis-
appear.  
 
All in all, it seems that the West is heading to-
wards a financial and economic winter. By this 
we mean that many meters will show negative 
numbers, inflation being perhaps the only ex-
ception. Economic cycles can sometimes be 
relatively long, and as with seasons in the na-
ture, most people are better prepared for sum-
mer than winter. After the warm days of sum-
mer, one would naturally face the cold breeze 
of winter with a grim face. The more we read 
reader comments in newspapers, the more 
people are asking, when the economy is com-
ing back. The fact is that it is not coming back, 
it is changing. Summer is followed by autumn, 
which in turn is followed by winter. We be-
lieve that we are heading towards winter, 
where everything that used to grow dies. It is 
cold, dark, hard and increasingly difficult. The 
Sun is not so bright. Should you want to ex-
perience the analogy in winter, now is a per-
fect time to travel to Northern Europe and ex-
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perience what it feels like when the Sun does-
n't rise until after the mid January. Nobody 
believes it, if they haven't experienced it. The 
same is true with economic winter. Nobody 
believes it.  
 
However, one does not need to freeze in the 
cold winds of winter. There are regions that do 
not enter winter, so one is hopefully free to 
move there. The good thing about winter for 
entrepreneurs is that there is less competition. 
Whoever survives winter will thrive in the 
spring. Spring will come, rest assured, but it 
will not be the next season. We advise all of 
our readers to prepare for a cold and long win-
ter. When financial "winter jackets" are 
needed, they are not sold in the market any-
more. We suppose it is high time to get 
dressed in warm clothes and expect a freezing 
climate. Winter must be endured.  
 
It is time. 
 

Markets 

 
Sometimes it is very beneficial to step back 
and take a look at the bigger picture to better 
understand the where we are and what might 
stand ahead. When we dissect trends we like 
to follow this template. 
 

1. Secular market (decade) 
2. Long term monthly trend 
3. Intermediate term weekly trend 
4. Short term daily trend - down 
 
First we should like to spend a moment with 
the monthly DJ-30 chart. We have separated 
the chart in to two different secular cycles. The 
rising cycle is called Secular Bull, which is fol-
lowed by Secular Bear cycle. Secular cycles 
tend to last 16-17 years (around 200 months).  
The Secular Bull is a big rising wave that lifts 
the overall market. Long-term primary trend is 
up. Up waves are then followed by a corrective 
moves. The main characteristic is that the new 
corrective bottom is higher than the previous 
one and the new high is higher than the previ-
ous major high.  
 
The Secular Bear is a long-term sideways mov-
ing market where cyclical bulls are followed by 
cyclical bears. When the secular bear comes to 
an end, we will usually see the move above 
upper resistance levels of the secular bear.  A 
new secular cycle begins when indexes dem-
onstrate the ability to hold above their break-
out levels.  A failure to hold above it would sig-
nal that this secular bear might not be ready to 
end.  
 
The current market condition is a Secular Bear 
market. A cyclical bull market begun in 2009 
and is still intact because the recent correction 
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low left the 2010 low unviolated. If the secular 
bear gets to live 200 months, then year 2015 is 
a frame of reference for its life expectancy. If 
the secular bear is to live a shorter life, we 
need to see a breakout to new highs. Then we 
will have a level to keep an eye on for a new 
Secular Bull to be born. 
As many of you are well aware of, bull markets 
typically proceed in three stages. During the 
first stage, prices recover from bear market’s 
ridiculous lows. This is caused not by im-
proved economic environment but the fact 
that prices have been hammered down to the 
cellar and they bounce off like a football 
pushed under water and released.  
 
The second stage reflects the improvement in 
the real economy. Better earnings and brighter 
future outlooks fuel market movement. During 
the third stage of the bull market, prices rise 
due to rampant speculation and there is only 
so much room for real economy facts. That is 
the time that everyone is in and the party train 
is going on with full throttle. The real question 
is, what happens between the stages? Typi-
cally, we can expect to enjoy some kind of a 
price break, which can really get nasty if one is 
not prepared for it. We could easily see correc-
tions of 30‐50% of the up‐movement. Move‐
ments of that magnitude can offer very juicy 
opportunities to accumulate equity – or they 
can drive the joy out of life completely. 
 
Secular Bull – Bear is no precise timing tool 
but is absolutely a useful roadmap in validat-

ing one’s own investing and trading strategies. 
It is easy to agree that investors need to be 
more active during the secular bear cycle than 
during the bull to capitalize the moves.  
 
Our view is that the year 2011 was a huge vic-
tory for the bulls in the US markets due to de-
teriorating financial stability of Europe, China 
growth concerns, Japan’s earthquake and nu‐
clear disaster just to name a few problems. 
They were not able to hammer down the US 
markets. We are quite confident that the Oc-
tober 2011 low is a significant low that is 
unlikely to be penetrated much lower dur-
ing the next 6 months. A decisive move 
lower would very likely lead to further 
stimulus by central banks. However, we are 
still in the middle of the liquidity and credit 
crises that are far more severe than in 2008. 
 
European markets took a serious hit during 
the escalation of the European crises. It might 
be useless to point out that it is no wonder be-
cause they are in the epicenter of the crisis. We 
continue to believe that there ticks an even 
bigger dirty bomb in the balance sheets of the 
over-leveraged European banks. This lays a 
shadow not just over the European markets 
but the global markets. The leverage in the 
system is so staggeringly high that a small fire 
in one corner might set up the flames all over 
the house. 
 
In times of liquidity crises, seemingly un-
correlated assets become highly correlated 
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and markets turn upside down, which 
drives all market participants to nasty 
problems. Imagine a highly leveraged, say 
30:1 or 50:1, market player that has a multi-
strategy asset class book. For some reason, 
this player steps in the crap and is not able to 
fully roll over the loans. During normal condi-
tions they can simply close some positions to 
raise cash. However, if the positions start to 
melt down and they start to receive margin 
calls, these players are forced to run down 
their books very rapidly. They then close their 
positions in the most liquid asset classes. In 
times of systemic instability, this participant is 
not alone with the problem. Most of the highly 
leveraged players are peers who face similar 
problems and are forced to scale down their 
books in a similar fashion. This leads to syn-
chronized liquidation and market chaos. Li-
quidity dries out from the system and the 
downward spiral is soon gains speed.  
 
When we look at the SSEC (Shanghai Se Com-
posite Index) we can easily see that ride has 
been rough. Event though we believe that the 
index performance is giving us important clue 
about what is going to happen in China’s real 
economy, we are expecting SSEC to bounce 

some 15-20 % in a short order. The bounce is 
purely a technical move up from a very over-
sold condition. A promising bullish divergence 
on the weekly charts between the price and 
the MACD histogram is forming. This tends to 
propel prices higher, at least for the short or 
intermediate term. We should like to point out 
that this is one of the plays we are watching 
very carefully. 
 
However, we are very concerned about the 
Chinese real economy no matter how upbeat 
the China-centered analysts are.  China’s ex‐
ports to Europe fell 9 % in October on a year to 
year basis, and exports to the US fell 5 %.  Even 
more concerning news is that China’s interna‐
tional reserves have begun to decline. Capital 
flight from China could be anything but pleas-
ant for global liquidity. 
 
We are quite tempted to place some shorts on 
the TLT (20+ years US G-bonds). It acted as the 
bomb shelter during the latest market carnage. 
However, there will be a time when expected 
returns of exactly zero and very high price risk 
is served as the only cocktail, but this is of 
course not preferred by investors.  
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Many are saying that the gold is getting old. It 
has sold off from its highs and bounced off the 
rising trend line. We are expecting to see gold 
run up a bit more before turning lower again. 
We wouldn’t be surprised to see gold backing 
down to the $1400 level before the correction 
is over. We should like to stress that we have 
not changed our view about gold. We are still 
bullish on the yellow metal on the long term. 
We are looking forward to lower prices since 
they are interesting levels to accumulate hold-
ings. Gold is still a hedge against government 
ignorance. 

We continue to believe that 2012 will not be 
an easy year for investors. The problems are 
even bigger than in year 2011 and even though 
Keynesians and certain political pundits tout 
that they can fix it all, the fact is that solutions 
are not plenty. Still, badly beaten markets usu-
ally offer nice rebound rallies at some point. 
We believe that the most oversold assets will 
bounce powerfully at some point, which may 
not be far in the future. To capitalize on these 
moves, an investor needs to be on his/her toes 
all the time. We wish our readers a pleasant 
ride with the markets!  
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